EXCLUSIVE INTERCHANGEABLE WHEELCHAIR LIFT

An INNOVATIVE Swap & Plug CONCEPT from Prevost

- One lift can be shared by many coaches
- ADA-compliant in under 15 minutes
- One electrical plug-in
- Manual override
- Self-contained hydraulics (no bleeding)
- No need for special tools (ratchet wrench box & extension)
- Detachable and adjustable carrying/storage legs
- No payload penalty when lift is not used
- Full luggage space when lift is not used

Safety Features

Every Prevost wheelchair lift is fitted with a beacon, a sound alarm, and a proximity detector.
EXCLUSIVE
PREVOST ADVANTAGES

◆ ECONOMICAL
The same interchangeable lift can be used on all compatible lift-ready Prevost coaches.

◆ ADA-COMPLIANT
With the Prevost Swap & Plug wheelchair lift, your motorcoach will be compliant within minutes.

◆ INSTALLED AND READY IN UNDER 15 MINUTES
No special tools or expertise are required to install the lift.

◆ SAFE
A beacon, sound alarm, and proximity detector ensure the safety of passengers and bystanders.

◆ NO EXCESS WEIGHT
When not in use, the lift can be removed to lower the vehicle weight.

◆ EXTRA LUGGAGE SPACE
When not in use, the removable lift makes way for extra luggage space.

For more information, USA: 1-877-773-8678 / CANADA: 418-883-3391
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